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Dynamic Web Pages

Static web page: every time you request this page, you get
exactly the same content

boring!

Dynamic web page: the page content may change on each request

the user interacts with the web site and the web site responds accordingly

Common Gateway Interface (CGI)

A simple protocol that can be used to communicate between Web forms 
and your program

A CGI script can be written in any language

Need to be able to read input, write to output, and read environment variables

PHP, Java, C, C#, Python, Perl, Ruby, etc
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Web Programming

We need both client-side and server-side programming

to improve client-server interaction

to reduce bandwidth, server load, response time, etc

Client-side programming is needed

to put dynamic content into an HTML page

to react to user events interactively without bothering the server

to mimic a GUI using graphics and animation

to validate data/queries before they are submitted to the server

Server-side programming is needed

to limit the client interface to a server

for security

and performance

to perform heavy-duty processing, not available at every client

database processing

file directory service

as a broker to web services
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Current Situation

For client-side programming, the choice is clear: JavaScript

Adobe Flash for animations

Java applets were a promising idea but failed

For server-side, there are many choices:

For rapid prototyping, many people use PHP scripts (some use ASP)

For high-performance and portability, people now use servlets in Java

A script is easy to develop and maintain but has a high overhead
for the server

for each client-server request, a script must be interpreted in a new thread

Servlets are compiled Java programs

The Java engine runs continuously and spawns a light-weight thread for
each servlet call

Most web servers use the apache web server

Microsoft IIS is the second most popular choice, but is not portable

Tomcat is the most popular servlet container
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Domain Names

In addition to IP addresses, hosts can be identified with textual
names, called domain names

Fully Qualified Domain Name:

             host-name.domain-names.organization-type

             eg, lambda.uta.edu, www.cse.uta.edu

host-name: the name of the host machine

domain-names: hierarchy of domains within an organization

organization-type: in US: edu (educational institution), com (company),
org (non-profit organization), gov (US government), ...

in other countries, it is the country abbreviation (eg ca for Canada)

The DNS servers map fully qualified domain names to IPs
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Web Servers

Web Servers provide responses (content) to browser requests

The communication between browsers and servers uses the
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

a web browser initiates the network communication by sending an HTTP
request that contains a URL

URL is host domain name + the document location to retrieve or the script to
execute

eg, http://lambda.uta.edu/cse5335/index.html

the web server performs the requested operation and returns the HTTP
response to the client

the document location in URL is a path relative to the document root
directory at the server

executable scripts are usually stored in a special directory (eg, cgi-bin)

Most common web servers: Apache httpd (65%), Microsoft
Internet Information Server IIS (16%)
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Uniform Resource Locator (URL)

General form:   scheme:object-address

scheme: a communications protocol, such as http, https, or file

For the HTTP protocol:    http://domain/docpath

domain: Fully Qualified Domain Name with an optional port number
(default is 80 for http)

              lambda.uta.edu:8080

docpath: Document path (the URL path)

Examples:

       http://lambda.uta.edu/cse5335/index.html

       http://lambda.uta.edu/cse5335/

       https://lambda.uta.edu/cgi-bin/php/status.php?class=cse5335

       http://lambda.uta.edu/cse5335/index.html#schedule
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The HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

The protocol used by all Web communications

Request Phase: the HTTP request is a message with four parts:

1. HTTP-method the-document-path-from-URL HTTP/version

2. Header fields

3. blank line

4. Message body

An example of the first line of a request:

           GET /cse4392/index.html HTTP/1.1

Most commonly used methods:

GET: Fetch a document

POST: Execute the document, using the data in the body

HEAD: Fetch just the header of the document

PUT: Store a new document (in the message body) on the server

DELETE: Remove a document from the server
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Basic Syntax: HTML Elements

Elements are defined by tags (markers)

         <h1>Introduction</h1>

Tag format:

opening tag: <name>

matching closing tag: </name>

The opening tag and its closing tag together specify a container 
for the content they enclose

Not all tags have content; if a tag has no content, its form is
<name/>

The container and its content together are called an element

If a tag has attributes, they appear between its name and the right
bracket of the opening tag

          <img src=”image.jpg” width=100 height=50/>
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HTML Tags

A hypertext link is specified with the href (hypertext reference) 
attribute of <a> (the anchor tag)

The content of <a> is the visual link in the document

The link target can be to the middle of a document; target labels can be
defined with the id attribute, as in

                   <h1 id=”baskets”>Baskets</h1>

The link to an id must be preceded by #

If the target is in a different document, the document reference must be 
included:         <a href=”myAd.html#baskets>Baskets</a>

An unordered list is an <ul> element

List elements are the content of the <li> tag

An ordered list is an <ol> element

Each item in the display is preceded by a sequence value

Definition lists are used for glossaries and defined with <dl> tag

Terms being defined are the content of the <dt> tag

The definitions themselves are the content of the <dd> tag
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Tables

A table is a matrix of cells

The cells can include almost any element

A table is specified as the content of a <table> tag

Tables are given titles with the <caption> tag, which can 
immediately follow <table>

Each row of a table is specified as the content of a <tr> tag

The row headings are specified as the content of a <th> tag

The content of a data cell is specified as the content of a <td> tag
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Table Example

<table>

<caption> Fruit Juice Drinks </caption>

<tr>

<th> </th>

<th> Apple </th>

<th> Orange </th>

<th> Screwdriver </th>

</tr>

<tr>

<th> Breakfast </th>

<td> 0 </td>

<td> 1 </td>

<td> 0 </td>

</tr>

<tr>

<th> Lunch </th>

<td> 1 </td>

<td> 0 </td>

<td> 0 </td>

</tr>

</table>
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HTML Forms

HTML Forms are a common method to make web pages
interactive

A form on a web page allows the user to enter requested information and
submit it for processing

Example:
<form name="input" action="/cgi-bin/login.php" method="GET">

Username: <input type="text" name="username"><br/>

Password: <input type="password" name="password"><br/>

<input type="submit" value="Submit">

</form>

The user types username “Smith” and password “mypass”

When the user presses Submit, the browser sends the form data to 
the web server. For GET, it's the same as clicking on the link:
http://myserver.com/cgi-bin/login.php?username=Smith&password=mypass
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HTML Forms (cont.)

When the web server gets this request, it launches the CGI 
program which was written to process this form

The CGI program generates a web page in HTML so that the user 
can see the results of submitting the form

The CGI program passes the HTML back to the web server

The web server passes the HTML back to the browser

What's the difference between the GET and POST methods?

A web browser downloads most HTML files by submitting GET requests

GET is also used for many form submissions, when the form data are
small (when they can fit in the URL) and do not need encryption

When an HTML form is submitted using POST, the form data are
attached to the message body, at the end of the POST request

browser
web
serverHTTP

GET/POST

HTML
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Various Form Widgets

Typically:

<input type=“t” name=“n” value=“v” ... />

     where t is a form type, n is the input name, v is the value

Appends &n=v to the URL string (v is URL-encoded)

Reset and Submit buttons are created with <input>
<input type=”reset” value=”Reset Form”/>

<input type=”submit” value=”Submit Form”/>

The Submit button has two actions:
1. Encode the data of the form (URL encoding)

2. Request that the server execute the server-resident program specified as the value of the
action attribute of <form>

A Submit button is required in every form

URL encoding: replaces a space with a + sign and unsafe ASCII
characters with "%" followed by two hexadecimal digits
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Various Form Widgets (cont.)

Text widget:

Creates a horizontal box for text input

Default size is 20; it can be changed with the size attribute

if you set maxlength, the excess input is ignored

            <input type=”text” name=”Phone” size=”12”/>

Widgets should be placed in label elements

            <label>Phone: <input type=”text” name=”phone”/></label>

Password: just like text except asterisks are echoed, rather than 
the input character

Text areas - created with <textarea>

May include the rows and cols attributes to specify the size of the text area

Checkboxes - to collect multiple choice input

Every checkbox requires a value attribute, which is the widgets value in
the form data when the checkbox is 'checked'

To initialize a checkbox to 'checked', the checked attribute must be set to
“checked”
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Various Form Widgets (cont.)

Radio Buttons - collections of checkboxes in which only one
button can be 'checked' at a time

Every button in a radio button group must have the same name

If no button in a radio button group is ’pressed’, the browser often
’presses’ the first one

The <select> tag:

There are two kinds of menus: those that behave like checkboxes and 
those that behave like radio buttons (the default)

Menus that behave like checkboxes are specified by including the multiple
attribute, which must be set to “multiple”

The name attribute of <select> is required

The size attribute of <select> can be included to specify the number of
menu items to be displayed (the default is 1)

Each item of a menu is specified with an <option> tag, whose pure text
content (no tags) is the value of the item

An <option> tag can include the selected attribute, which when assigned
”selected” specifies that the item is preselected
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Form Example

<form action=”...”>

Milk: <input type=”checkbox” name =”groceries” value=”milk”

                     checked=”checked”/>

Bread: <input type=”checkbox” name =”groceries” value=”bread”/>

Eggs: <input type=”checkbox” name=”groceries” value=”eggs”/>

<input type="submit" value="Submit">

</form>
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Web Services

Deep Web:   web data sources that appear as online databases

they are hidden behind query forms that produce dynamic web content

These data sources often provide a second alternative to querying 
and updating their content through a fixed number of predefined
Web Services

Web Services are used in user applications and web mashups

A web mashup is a composite web application that combines
resources from multiple data sources

It can access, filter, join, and aggregate data from all these data sources

Most web mashups are dynamic web pages developed in a
scripting language

See:  http://www.programmableweb.com/howto

There are many mashup development tools:
Yahoo Pipes, Intel's Mashmaker, IBM's Swashup

They ease the task of developing mashups by providing fixed ways of connecting web 
applications and of transforming data between them, without requiring any programming skills
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RESTful Web Services

These are resource-oriented Web Services that are based on HTTP

REST = REpresentational State Transfer

resource: provided by a server and can be any data or document

Clients may access a resource using its URL

When a server is requested a resource, a specific representation is returned

The representation may contain hyperlinks that, when traversed, access 
other resources  =>  this causes a state transfer

It provides stateless services for both querying and updating 
through a uniform generic interface

It provides a predefined set of standard methods, which are
actually the HTTP envelop methods:

GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, and HEAD

One may retrieve data from a Web Service by sending an HTTP GET request using 
a certain URL with an embedded query string in the URL

To replace this data with new data, one simply needs to send an HTTP POST request 
using exactly the same URL and including the new data in the HTTP body
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RESTful Web Services (cont.)

Heavy-duty Web Services use the SOAP protocol

Used mostly for B2B interactions

Supports custom methods for querying and updating

Based on standards: XML, SOAP, WSDL, UDDI

Most Web Services claim to be REST

In reality, they want to indicate that they are resource-oriented, not SOAP

Only few are really REST:

the Atom Publishing Protocol (APP) for publishing to blogs

Amazon S3, Sun's Cloud API, Apache Sling

Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3)
is used to store objects using the Amazon online storage infrastructure

The API uses Buckets, Objects, Keys and Operations

Objects are stored in buckets

An object has four parts: value, key, metadata, and an access control policy
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Yahoo Pipes

http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/pipe.info?_id=_Ia89ose3BGMZ6YNlvXiAA
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XHTML

Need to handle HTML content as data

so that we can retrieve arbitrary parts of the HTML document using IDs

so that we can selectively change parts of the content of HTML pages

required for asynchronous server requests (see Ajax later)

The obvious choice is to treat HTML as XML

Plentiful standards for querying/modifying XML data

XHTML is HTML in XML form, standardized by W3C

It will eventually replace HTML

XHTML is a stricter and cleaner version of HTML

It's very well integrated with Cascading Style Sheets (CSSs)

“Quirks” mode: current browsers recognize both HTML and 
XHTML

Need to declare the document type (DTD) if you want to enforce XHTML

JavaScript can read XHTML as either text or XML (using a DOM parser)

It may give unexpected results if you parse HTML using DOM
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How XHTML is different from HTML?

element and attribute names must be in lowercase

elements must be properly nested (well-formed)

instead of <p>, you write <p>...</p>

instead of <br>, you write <br/>

must have one root element

all attributes must have explicit values, which must be in quotes

use id instead of name as an identifier

special characters are always character entities (eg, &amp;)

script code must be contained in a CDATA section:
<script type="type/javascript">

// <![CDATA[

... JavaScript code ...

// ]]>

</script>

some nesting restrictions (eg, no nested <p>...</p>)
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div and span elements

div: A block (logical grouping) of elements

may contain multiple elements

span: a generic inline element

must only contain simple text

<span class=“phone”>817-272-3629</span>

The id attribute gives an element a unique identifying name

Any XHTML element may have an id

Each id must be unique within the XHTML document

Must start with a letter; may contain letters, numbers, -, _, :, and .

<div id=“x234”> ... </div>

An id selector allows you to target an element by its id value

<a href=“index.html#x234”> ... </a>
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Enforcing XHTML

How to enforce it?
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

<head>

<title>Title goes here</title>

</head>

<body>

... the body goes here

</body>

</html>

A stricter form (enforces checking against the XHTML DTD):
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"

        "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

<head>

...
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The Previous Form in XHTML

The previous form in XHTML:

<form name="input" action="/cgi-bin/login.php" method="GET">

<fieldset>

<legend>User information:</legend>

<ul>

<li><label>Username:

<input type="text" name="username"/><label></li>

<li><label>Password:

<input type="password” name="password"/><label></li>

</ul>

<input type="submit" value="Submit"/>

</fieldset>

</form>
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Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)

Need to separate

Functionality: done with a combination of server- and client-side
programming

developed by web application programmers

Content (layout): specified with HTML/XHTML tags

designed by web page designers

Style (color, fonts,etc): specified with CSS

CSS: Cascading Style Sheets

allows developers to control the style of multiple elements and Web pages

The CSS syntax is made up of three parts:
selector { property: value; …; property: value; }

Example:
p.center { text-align: center; color: black; font-family: arial; }

Used as:
<p class=“center”>...</p>
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Where to put CSS?

Declared in the <head> ... </head>
<head><title>My Title</title>

<style type="text/css">

h1, h2 { color: red; }

p { font-size: small; font-family: sans-serif; }

ul { list-style-type: square; }

ul ul { list-style-type: circle; }

</style>

</head>

Embedded as an attribute  style=“...”

<h1 style="color: blue; margin-top: 10px">Introduction</h1>

Linked to an external .css file:
<head><title>My Title</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" href="MyStylesheet.css" type="text/css" />

</head>

Using cascading to resolve style conflicts

Style Sheet Hierarchy
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Cookies

Small bits of text stored at the client side (on the browser)

When a user connects to a server for the first time, the server 
may create a cookie, which will be stored on the client's browser

The cookie is associated with the domain of this particular server

Cookies can be read only from the domain that created them

Cookies are part of the HTTP header, so setting a cookie must be
put in HTTP before any output is sent to the browser

After the first visit to a web site, the browser returns a copy of 
the cookie to the server each time it connects

Cookies have an expiration date after which they are deleted

After they expired, the next connection to the server is like the first time

Example:

Name: FPS, Domain: yahoo.com, Expire: 07/02/2013 01:00:00 PM
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Session Tracking

Maintains information about a visitor as she navigates through a
server site

preserves certain data across subsequent accesses

maintains the illusion of a session that spans multiple pages

Keeps track of visitors by issuing them cookies with randomly 
generated session IDs

The server uses the session ID cookie to remember the visitor

Session data are serialized and stored at the server after a visitor
access finishes

They are recreated and loaded on the subsequent access

If the user browser doesn't accept cookies, it automatically adds
the session ID to URLs and to the forms submitted by the user:

For example:

<a href=“http://server.com/index.html” >...<a/>

generates the URL

http://server.com/index.html?ID=64cc3ab764da69864ca3874ab3276
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JavaScript

For client-side programming the choice is clear: JavaScript

It is a scripting language (interpreted)

It is usually embedded directly into HTML pages

Unlike Java, it is event-based

No main program

HTML elements can be associated with events (actions)

Looks a little bit like C

but it's not that related to Java (although it has OO features now)

unlike C, it's not strongly typed

var x = 1;

More information at:

http://www.w3schools.com/js/js_intro.asp
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Embedding JavaScript

To embed JavaScript code into an HTML page:
<script type="text/javascript">

document.write("<p>Hello World!</p>");

</script>

Using external JavaScript code:
<script type="text/javascript" src="myScript.js"></script>

In some actions:
<input type="button" onclick="copy();" />

You may embed JavaScript code before the HTML body

… but this is bad programming practice: use external code

The JavaScript code can change the content of the embedding 
HTML page interactively

It sees the embedding HTML document as a node tree (HTML DOM)

When JavaScript updates the node tree, the browser automatically redraws 
only the parts of the web page that correspond to the updated nodes

This makes the browser look like a regular GUI
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Syntax

It is mostly like C

Arrays:
var myCars = ["Saab","Volvo","BMW"];

myCars[0] = "Opel";

for (x in myCars)

document.write(myCars[x] + "<br />");

Objects have properties and methods

They are associative lists: unordered collections of name/value pairs

personObj = new Object();

personObj.firstname = "John";

personObj.lastname = "Doe";

personObj.age = 50;

personObj [ phone ] = “123456”; // same as personObj.phone or personObj ['phone']

Methods: like regular functions that have an implicit 'this' object

Strings are objects
var str="Hello world!";

document.write(str.length);

function changeAge (age) {
this.age = age;

};
personObj.changeAge(45);
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Class Constructors

If a function is called with 'new', it creates an object
function C (d) {

var x = d; // private variable

this.y = 1; // public variable

this.f = ff; // public method

function ff (z) { // private method

return this.y+z;

} }

var myC = new C(3);

var z = myC.f(4);

Alternative object construction:

var car = { make: “Honda”, model: “Civic” };

Anonymous functions:
var f = function(x,y) { return x+y };

var f = new Function('x','y','return x+y');
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The JavaScript Execution Environment

A web browser displays one HTML document on the browser
screen

The JavaScript object Window represents the window that displays
the document

The JavaScript object Document represents the HTML document

The global variable document is equal to window.document

Event-driven programming: provide event handler functions for
certain events on the browser

eg, a mouse-click on a form button

Types of events:

onchange, onclick, onfocus, onmouseover, onload, …

Example:
<input type=”button” onclick=”myHandler();”>
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HTML DOM

The HTML Document Object Model (DOM) defines a standard 
way for accessing and manipulating HTML documents

it presents an HTML document as a tree-structure (a node tree), with 
elements, attributes, and text

Similar to XML DOM

Types of nodes:

Element nodes, Attribute nodes, Text nodes, ...

Node properties:

x.innerHTML - the text value of the element x  (you can replace it!)

x.nodeName - the name of x (tag name or attribute name)

x.nodeValue - the value of x (x must be a text node or attribute node)

x.parentNode - the parent node of x

x.childNodes - the child nodes of x (an array of element nodes)

x.attributes - the attributes nodes of x (an array of attribute nodes)
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DOM Methods

document: The root of the embedding HTML document

Methods to locate an element anywhere in the HTML document:

x.getElementById('id') // returns a node

x.getElementsByTagName('tag') // returns an array of nodes

Shortcut: x.tag  is the same as x.getElementsByTagName('tag')

Example:
<form id=”myCheckbox”>

<input type=”checkbox” name=”oneChoice” value=”1”> A

<input type=”checkbox” name=”oneChoice” value=”2”> B

<input type=”checkbox” name=”oneChoice” value=”3”> C

</form>

JavaScript code:
var checked = 0;

var d = document.getElementById(“myCheckbox”).oneChoice;

for ( int i=0; i < d.length; i++ )

if (d[i].checked) checked++;
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DOM Methods (cont.)

To navigate, starting from a node x, use the methods:

x.parentNode()

x.firstChild()

x.nextChild()

x.childNodes()

x.appendChild(node)

x.removeChild(node)

To retrieve an attribute value, use the attribute name as property
document.getElementById("b20").src ="a.gif";

<img src="b.gif" id="b20"/>
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Dynamic Documents

To move an element on the screen:

must set the CSS position property to absolute or relative

<div id=”X3” style=”position: relative; top: 0px;”>

<img src=”x.jpg”/>

</div>

JavaScript code to move the image:

document.getElementById(“X3”).style.top = “10px”;

Animation: move the element continuously

Use setTimeout(“...code...”,delay) to control speed

To change style properties:
document.getElementById(“X3”).style.color = “blue”;

To hide elements:
document.getElementById(“X3”).style.visibility = “hidden”;

To change the content of an element:
document.getElementById(“X3”).innerHTML = “<img …/>”;
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Interactive Actions at the Client Side

This form does not perform any action at the server side

but, when the button is pushed, it changes the content of your web page  
<form>

Your name: <input id="input">

<input type=button onclick="copy();" id=”copy-input” value="proceed">

Greeting: <input id="display">

</form>

<div id="output">&nbsp;</div>

The code of copy():
<script type="text/javascript">

function copy () {

var text = document.getElementById("input").value;

document.getElementById("display").value = "Hello "+text+"!";

output = document.getElementById("output");

output.replaceChild(document.createTextNode("Hello "+text+"!"),

output.firstChild);

} </script>

Alternative event handler registration at run-time:
                    node.addEventListener(”copy-input”, copy, false);
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Asynchronous Server Requests

When the user pushes the Submit button on a form:
<form action="script.php">

the current page is erased and replaced with a new page, which is
the output of the script.php

very expensive for the server

it may have to resend parts of the erased web page again

very annoying for the client

she has to wait for the new web page, looking aimlessly on an empty page

Cheating: use hidden frames

Client gets a vector of frames from the server

Only one frame is displayed each time

Gives the impression of interaction

Assumes that you don't need server data while navigating through frames

General solution: Dynamic HTML (DHTML)

Using asynchronous server requests

Introduced by Microsoft (AJAX: Asynchronous JavaScript and XML)
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AJAX

Uses asynchronous data transfer between a browser and a web 
server, allowing web pages to request data from the server
instead of whole pages

When the client sends a GET/POST request, it doesn't wait for a response

it sets a handler to be evoked when it receives the response from server

the server response is typically XML or XHTML data

when the client handles the response, it uses this data to update the web page
using the XML or the HTML DOM

This is accomplished with the XMLHttpRequest object

called ActiveXObject on old IE (before IE7)

You can get more information at:

http://www.w3schools.com/ajax/default.asp
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Example

On click, we want to evoke serveraction.php at the server side
asynchronously:

<form>

Comment: <input name="comment">

<input type=button onclick="sendRequest();" value="process XML">

</form>

<div id="output">&nbsp;</div>

Notice that there is no Submit button

We want also the result to appear in the <div id=“output”>

section instead of redrawing the entire page
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The XMLHttpRequest Object

Need to create an XMLHttpRequest and bind its onready method:
<script type="text/javascript">

var request = new XMLHttpRequest();

function displayResult () {

if (request.readyState == 4) {

var xmlDoc = request.responseXML.documentElement;

var text = xmlDoc.getElementsByTagName("deptname")[0]

.childNodes[0].nodeValue;

document.getElementById("output").innerHTML = text;

} }

function sendRequest () {

request.onreadystatechange = displayResult;

request.open("GET","serveraction.php?file=cs.xml",true);

request.send(null);

}

</script>

request.responseText returns
the text content of the response
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Cross-Domain Restriction

The domain name of the server who provided the web page with 
the XMLHttpRequest request must be exactly the same as the
domain name of the XMLHttpRequest URL

Why? cross-site scripting flaws (XSS) are now the most common 
reported security vulnerability (surpassed buffer overflows)

injecting malicious scripts into web pages, an attacker can gain access
privileges to sensitive page content on the browser

Solution: use a proxy script proxy.php on your server
<?php

header("Content-type: text/xml\n\n");

$url = $_SERVER['QUERY_STRING'];

if ( strpos($url,"http://api.local.yahoo.com/") === 0)

{ $ch = curl_init($url);

curl_exec($ch); } ?>

URL:  /cgi-bin/php/proxy.php?MapsService/V1/geocode?appid=XYZ123456&location=Arlington

More information: http://developer.yahoo.com/javascript/howto-proxy.html

Must also enforce security:
• only for a certain domain
• require login
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Example

Using a dictionary service provided by aonaware.com
http://services.aonaware.com/DictService/DictService.asmx/DefineInDict?dictId=wn&word=computer

<WordDefinition>

<Word>computer</Word>

<Definitions>

<Definition>

<Word>computer</Word>

<Dictionary><Id>wn</Id><Name>WordNet (r) 2.0</Name></Dictionary>

<WordDefinition>

computer

n 1: a machine for performing calculations automatically [syn: {computing
machine}, {computing device}, {data processor}, {electronic computer},
{information processing system}]

2: an expert at calculation (or at operating calculating machines) [syn:
{calculator}, {reckoner}, {figurer}, {estimator}]

</WordDefinition>

</Definition>

</Definitions>

</WordDefinition>
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Example (cont.)

The html file:
<html>

<head>

<title>JavaScript Example</title>

<script type="text/javascript">

...

</script>

</head>

<body>

<form>

Word or phrase: <input type="text" id="form-input">

<input type="button" onclick="sendRequest();" value="explain">

</form>

<div id="output">&nbsp;</div>

</body>

</html>
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Example (cont.)

The JavaScript code:
<script type="text/javascript">

var request = new XMLHttpRequest();

function displayResult () {

if (request.readyState == 4) {

var xmlDoc = request.responseXML.documentElement;

var text = xmlDoc.getElementsByTagName("WordDefinition")[0].childNodes[0].nodeValue;

document.getElementById("output").innerHTML = text;

} }

function sendRequest () {

request.onreadystatechange = displayResult;

var q = document.getElementById("form-input").value;

request.open("GET","http://services.aonaware.com/DictService/DictService.asmx/"

+"DefineInDict?dictId=wn&word="+q,true);

request.withCredentials = "true";

request.send(null); }

</script>
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JSON: an Alternative to XML

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight computer
data interchange format

It is used mostly in JavaScript to get data from a web service to 
the web browser

It is a text-based, human-readable format for representing simple
data structures and associative arrays (JavaScript objects)

{ "firstName": "John",  "lastName": "Smith",

    "address": {  "streetAddress": "21 2nd Street",

                      "city": "New York", "state": "NY", "postalCode": 10021  },

    "phoneNumbers":   [  { "type": "home", "number": "212 555-1234" },

                                { "type": "fax", "number": "646 555-4567" }   ]  }

Use JSON.parse(text) to parse the JSON text

don't use eval

The parsed data fields are accessible using JavaScript syntax:
           p.firstName, p.phoneNumbers[0]
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Server-side Programming

This is the heavy-duty web programming

Typically uses database connectivity to

verify the client

store the client's state and current session data

store site data (products, transactions, etc)

Provides services to clients through complex application programs

May use web services offered by a third party

Any programming language can be used

C and Perl scripts in CGI used to be the most popular choices

PHP scripts are the most popular choice for fast development

ASP scripts from .NET are also popular but they are particular to IIS

For high-performance, web developers use Java Servlets

or the more convenient JavaServer Pages (JSP) and JavaServer Faces (JSF),
which are translated to servlets

for IIS, they use C#
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PHP

Stands for "PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor"

used to be Personal Home Page

A widely-used Open Source general-purpose scripting language

Especially suited for Web development

Mostly used at the server side

Can be embedded into HTML

Facilitates rapid prototyping

Easy to learn by a novice

Powerful enough for a professional web application developer

Not a good choice for high-load web servers

Each PHP script must be interpreted and evaluated in a new thread

More information and manuals at

http://www.php.net/

http://www.w3schools.com/php/default.asp
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Running PHP

A .php file is handled by a web server like any .html file

It can actually be plain HTML code

It is usually PHP code that generates HTML with embedded JavaScript
code

Important:

The PHP code runs on the web server

The JavaScript code runs on the web browser

<html><head><title>My Web Page</title>

  <script type="text/javascript">

  function copy () {

    document.getElementById("out").innerHTML = 'test';

  }

  </script>

</head><body>

<?php

  print "<form><input type=button onclick='copy();' value='click'/></form><div id='out'>&nbsp;</div>\n";

?>

</body></html>
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PHP Syntax & Operations

Variable: $x

There is no way to declare a type for a variable

Variables have local scope

You may define a variable as global or static:

global $x;

An unbound variable has a Null value

test:   IsSet($x)

Two kinds of strings:

single-quote strings: everything is taken literally, no escape sequences: \n

double-quote strings: substitute embedded variables with their values 
(interpolation)

eg, if $x=2 then “value is $x”  is  the same as 'value is 2'

String concatenation:  “xyz”.”123” is “xyz123”
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Arrays

Three kind of arrays:

Numeric array - An array with a numeric index

Associative array - An array where each ID key is associated with a value

Multidimensional array - An array containing one or more arrays

$cars = array("Saab","Volvo","BMW","Toyota");

Same as:

            array( [0]=>"Saab", [1]=>"Volvo", [2]=>"BMW", [3]=>"Toyota" )

$cars[1] = "Honda";

$cars[] = "VW";

$ages = array("Peter"=>32, "Quagmire"=>30, "Joe"=>34);

$ages['Joe'] += 1;

$m = array(array(1,2,3),array(),array(4,5));

$m[0][2]  is equal to 3
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Array Loops

foreach (array name as scalar name) { ... }

          foreach ( $colors as $color ) {

              print ” Is $color your favorite color ?<br />”;

          }

foreach can iterate through both keys and values:

          foreach ( $colors as $key => $color) { ... }

Inside the compound statement, both $key and $color are defined

          $ages = array(”Bob” => 42, ”Mary” => 43);

          foreach ($ages as $name => $age)

              print (”$name is $age years old <br />”);
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Interacting with a Client

The HTML code at the client side:
<form action="action.php" method="GET">

  <p>Your name: <input type="text" name="name" /></p>

  <p>Your age: <input type="text" name="age" /></p>

  <p><input type="submit" /></p>

</form>

The PHP file action.php at the server:
<html><body>

  Hi <?php echo $_GET['name']; ?>.

  You are <?php echo $_GET['age']; ?> years old.

</body></html>
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HTTP Authentication with PHP

Use the header() function to send an "Authentication Required" 
message to the client browser, causing it to pop up a
username/password input window

Once the user has filled in a username and a password, the URL
containing the PHP script will be called again with the predefined 
variables PHP_AUTH_USER and PHP_AUTH_PW set to the
user name and password

<?php

if ( !isset($_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_USER'])

|| !isset($_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_PW']) ) {

header('WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="Member Area"');

header("HTTP/1.0 401 Unauthorized");

echo "You must enter in a username and password combination!";

exit;

}

// validate user $_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_USER']

?>
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Database Access with PHP/MySQL

To connect PHP to a MySQL database, use mysql connect, which 
can have three parameters:

1. host (default is localhost)

2. username (default is the username of the PHP script)

3. password (default is blank, which works if the database does not require a
password)

         $db = mysql_connect($db host,$db username,$db password);

         if (! $db)

            die(”Could not connect to the database: <br/>” . mysql_error());

Close the connection to the database with mysql_close

To choose a MySQL database schema:
         mysql_select_db(”people”);
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MySQL Operations

SQL query:
         $result = mysqli_query($db, ”SELECT from States”∗ );

           $num_rows = mysqli_num_rows($result);

           $num_fields = mysqli_num_fields ( $result );

           $row = mysqli_fetch_assoc ( $result );

Display the column names
         $keys = array_keys($row);

         for ($index = 0; $index < $num_fields; $index++)

              print $keys[$index] . ” ”;

Display the values of the fields in the rows
         for ($row_num = 0; $row_num < $num_rows; $row_num++) {

              $values = array_values($row);

              for ($index = 0; $index < $num_fields; $index++) {

                     $row = mysql_fetch_array( $result );

                     print $values [$index ] . ” ”;

              }

              $row = mysqli_fetch_assoc ( $result );

         }
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Authentication using MySQL

Need to connect to MySQL database first. File connect.php:
<?php

include('db_login.php');

$connection = mysql_connect($db_host,$db_username,$db_password);

if (!$connection)

die("Could not connect to the database: <br/>".mysql_error());

$db_select = mysql_select_db($db_database);

if (!$db_select)

die("Could not select to the database: <br/>".mysql_error());

?>

The file db_login.php defines the $db_... variables
<?php

$db_host='localhost';

$db_database='users';

$db_username='someMySQLuser';

$db_password='xxxx';

?>
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The User Database

The table members in the database users:
create table members (

  sid char(10) primary key not null,

  name varchar(30) not null,

  password varchar(32) not null,

  email varchar(40)

);

The user validation code:
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM members

WHERE name='".$_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_USER']."'

AND password='".MD5($_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_PW'])."'");

if (!$result || !mysql_fetch_row($result)) {

header('WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm="Member Area"');

header("HTTP/1.0 401 Unauthorized");

echo "Your username and password combination was incorrect!";

exit;

}
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SQL Injection

That was a very unsafe PHP script!

You should never form an SQL query by concatenating input strings

Suppose that you have in PHP:
mysql_query("SELECT * FROM members

WHERE name='".$_SERVER['user']."')

What if we pass the user:
"xxx'; drop table *; select * from members where name = 'xxx”

The query becomes:
SELECT * FROM members

WHERE name='xxx'; drop table *; select * from members where name = 'xxx'

Solutions:

Use parametrized (prepared) queries in PHP

Check the user name for special symbols

don't rely on client-side checking

Read http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/library/os-php-secure-apps/index.html
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Application: Change Password

HTML at the client:
<form action="update.php" method="POST">

New password: <input type="password" name="password" size=20/><br/>

<input type="submit" value="Change" />

</form>

PHP at the server, file update.php:
<?php

require_once('login.php');

$name = $_SERVER['PHP_AUTH_USER'];

if (isset($_POST['password']) && strlen($_POST['password']) > 4)

mysql_query("UPDATE members

SET password='" . MD5($_POST['password']) . "'

WHERE name='" . $name . "'")

or die('Cannot change the password');

print 'Success!';

?>
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Application: Submitting a File

HTML at the client:
<form enctype="multipart/form-data" action="handin.php" method="POST">

<input type="hidden" name="MAX_FILE_SIZE" value="3000000" />

Submit this file: <input name="userfile" type="file" /><br/>

<input type="submit" value="Send File" />

</form>

PHP at the server, file handin.php:
<?php

$file = $_FILES['userfile']['name'];

move_uploaded_file($_FILES['userfile']['tmp_name'],"somedir/" . $file);

?>
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PHP Data Objects (PDO) Extension

A lightweight consistent interface for accessing databases in PHP

regardless of which database you're using, you use the same functions to
issue queries and fetch data

try {

  $dbh = new PDO("sqlite:/x/y/z/mydb.sqlite");

  $dbh->beginTransaction();

  $dbh->exec('insert into users values("smith","' . md5("mypass") . '",

                                                              "John Smith","smith@cse.uta.edu")')

         or die(print_r($dbh->errorInfo(), true));

  $dbh->commit();

  $stmt = $dbh->prepare('select * from users');

  $stmt->execute();

  while ($row = $stmt->fetch()) {

       print_r($row);

  }

} catch (PDOException $e) {

  print "Error!: " . $e->getMessage() . "<br/>";

  die();

}
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Cookies and Sessions

You can set cookies using the setcookie() function
setcookie("MyCookie", “some info”, time()+3600); /* expires in 1 hour */

Can be accessed on the next page load using $_COOKIE
echo $_COOKIE["MyCookie"];

To initialize a session, use session_start()

It must appear before the <html> tag

To access/change a session variable, use $_SESSION
<?php

session_start();

if (!isset($_SESSION['count']))

  $_SESSION['count'] = 0;

$_SESSION['count']++;

print 'you have visited ' . $_SESSION['count'] . ' times';

?>

You can destroy the session by calling session_destroy()
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Working with XML

DOM:

has all methods used in JavaScript DOM, plus XPath evaluation

$doc = new DOMDocument();

$doc->load('someURL.com');

$xpath = new DOMXPath($doc);

$nodes = $xpath->evaluate("//@price");

foreach ($nodes as $n)

print "{$n->nodeValue}\n";

SimpleXML:

To access all children of x with tag A:    x->A

To access the value of an attribute A of an element x:   x['A']

$xmlstr = file_get_contents('someURL.com');

$xml = new SimpleXMLElement($xmlstr);

foreach ($xml->BookList->BookData as $b)

foreach ($b->Prices->Price as $p)

if ($p['store_id'] == "amazon")

print $b['isbn'] . ' ' . $b->Title[0] . ' ' . $p['price'] . "\n";


